Flash Bulletin

Melbourne Designation - L22B
As the MEL flights have been designated by the Company in the L22B classification,
the scheduled duty period limitation shall be nineteen hours and thirty minutes (19:30).

ONBOARD CREW REST
On duty periods of 18:01 to 18:45 hours on board Crew Rest will be five hours (5) consecutive for each cabin crew member. Meal
breaks are to be taken separately.
On duty periods of 18:46 to 19:30 on board rest will be five hours and thirty minutes (5:30) for each cabin crew member. Meal
breaks are to be taken separately.

( Please refer to Articles L22.07 and LOU 60.04.06 )

Article L.22.07 CREW REST AT LAYOVER STATIONS
There shall be a scheduled twenty-four (24) hour crew rest at layover stations
When the outbound and the return flight are scheduled to operate on the same type of aircraft, cabin personnel will receive no less than
that received by the pilots.
This restriction does not apply;
where one of the two flight legs is scheduled to operated on a different type of aircraft the pilots cannot operate
OR
in an irregular operation
OR
to contractual differences in the definition of the duty period

There shall be a minimum eighteen (18) hour crew rest at layover stations
Legal crew rest period for Regular Blockholders, upon return to Home Base, will be thirty-six (36) hours;
Legal crew rest period for Reserve Blockholders, upon return to Home Base, will be seventy-two (72) hours. Days off, when flown into,
shall commence twelve (12) hours after termination of the last duty period.

These are your rights, this is non negotiable.
The Company designated the MEL flights as L22B and has agreed upon these terms.
In the case the service is adjusted to accomodate said negotiated crew rest,
please remember to complete the on board report (OBR)
to the Company.
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